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ABSTRACT
My statement *as an artist expresses itself in chrono­
logical order: how I as an artist, over an approximate 
period of a year and a half, sought to bring meaning into 
my visual expressions even though I worked in a subjective 
and abstract manner. First, my paper discusses the impor­
tance of being aware of basic themes and intentions, and 
how ones thoughts and emotions affect the whole visual 
process. Also, I have asserted that an artist can make 
general statements which visually communicate on more than 
one level of consciousness.
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SECTION I
Often during my experience as a graduate student I 
have asked myself these questions about the role of an 
artist: "Is an artist a person who creates visual images
without thought to the meaning or purpose of what it is he 
is producing? Can a visual artist working with abstrac­
tions possibly think in terms of making statements that 
imply subconscious truths?" These questions perplexed me 
at times because I worked for a number of years in an 
abstract manner and many times I wished that I could find 
a method of putting some essential concept into my work. 
Most of my drawings and prints were subjective in nature, 
stemming from images that I developed in my own mind, in 
contrast to the physical world that I viewed.
Normally I started a drawing without a preconceived 
idea of how it would evolve. I simply began to draw; the 
drawing developing from things that happened as I was 
working. In many ways the technique resembles "automatic 
writing," that is, both methods bringing to the surface the 
creative forces of the subconscious.
The essential problem I perceived as an artist was to
find a method which would enable me to continue to work in
a spontaneous, "automatic" way and still allow me to make
some general statements that I could be aware of. During
1
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my first semester as a graduate student I tried to solve 
this problem by combining poetry I had written with visual 
images I had created. In order to unify both visual image­
ry and verbal meaning,. I decided I would produce a draw­
ing and then write about my impressions from the drawing, 
thus giving me a basis for combining two arts--both visual 
and verbal into one form. For clarity the visual image 
will be shown followed by type-written poetry:
f N *STV
Fig. 1.— Don Quixote's 20th Century Ride
Serigraph 15"x 26"
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Don Quixote's 20"^ Century Ride 
boris was a florist
who could'nt stand the peaceful life 
so one day he began to jump 
he leaped--he pounced upon 
the big bad world 
of mediocrity
a world full of apathy.
and for a moment
for the shortest speck in time
it seemed that the world opened an eye
and began to cry
and for a moment 
in a quick splash of insight 
we all could see 
we all--were free.
I*
Working from this basis I began a series of three 
serigraphs which I think of as my "Forest Series" because 
they are based on the single visual idea of using forest 
imagery with human elements. Of course each individual 
print made a different staement, the intrinsic theme in 
all three of these prints varies considerably.
Fig. 2.--The Politicians Forest Playground Resort
Serigraph 32"x 22"
5
The Politicians Forest Playground Resort
there is a forest in the earth 
there is a portion between 
high cliffs and the lowlands 
where hairs are cut in halves 
where promises are made 
and honesty 
is manufactured
in the form of small twisted pretzels.
there is this place 
where the leaves vote 
in every burst of wind
and elections are won and lost each day
and outgoing officers are ground
into sawdust to be made into dummy idols
there is this forest 
place
where all the political animals go
where every wood grain is marked with a certain
political consciousness--
and to be sure
it is a politicians timberland paridise 
except for this uncontrollable fear 
of timber wolves.
6
Fig. 3---Forest Of Lonelinesses— Forest Of Sorrows
Serigraph 9"x 17"
imbedded--wedded
shaped to an image on a tree.
once he sought to be lord 
of constellations 
but now
in an immense loneliness--grieving 
he meditates
upon the staunch singularity—
the wind blowing among the trees
Fig. *K--The Fingers Toe And Tooth Forest--Revolt
Serigraph 25"x 40"
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The Fingers Toe And Tooth Forest--Revolt
some fingers got disturbed
with the minds idle
slothfulness
so they pulled apart
forming a little finger forest
for themselves.
but soon thereafter
the feet began to grumble--
full scale battles were fought
as there was a toe
revolt.then the teeth started chattering
and went on strike--
leaving the whole face exposed.
quickly the mind sent its lawyers 
bargaining--trying to settle 
before it got to court, 
but the rebellion had already gone 
much too farputting the whole country--the corporation 
in nine hundred and fifty tumults.
next day the papers read--
without hands or feet--fingers or toes
without teeth and tooth
the mouth will gum itself to death
the body will wilt away
unless an airlift is begun--a miracle performed.
then the mind began to pray
as the body shook and twittered away
the case was brought before the judge 
who cried
what a crime--what a crime
make some bars for the lazy mind
and let the fingers toe and tooth be joined
once again to its roots.
proclaim a day of work.
9
The Politicians Forest Playground Resort is based on 
political corruption, while Forest Of Lonelinesses Forest 
Of Sorrows is meant to portray the loneliness and the self­
ishness behind the power hungry "ego." The Fingers Toe 
And Tooth Forest Revolt could be considered a commentary on 
what happens to a world, a nation or an individual, when 
events run amuck: instead of forces pulling together, 
everything goes its own particular way, becoming a primary 
cause of chaos.
SECTION II
In retrospect, I think I can now say that it was «
during my first semester as a graduate student that I 
became interested in dealing with the idea of "theme" and 
"statement" in my work. It was only later, near the end 
of my second semester, that I began to feel or see that 
there was another element involved, a different problem 
that needed to be dealt with; relating to what I said in 
the beginning of this paper: how is an abstract artist to 
put meaning into his work? Another question rose from this: 
is it possible for an artist to be assured that what he 
sees is similar in nature to what his viewer will see?
Some artists probably agree that really successful art is 
not a moralization; therefore why worry about making 
"message" statements? Furthermore, why worry about the 
viewer seeing precisely what the artist sees?
In my opinion when an artist seeks to make statements, 
they can get in the way of the visual process. It is quite 
possible for someone to have some valid statement that he 
wishes to produce and yet fail to make it successful as a 
work of art. In my own work, however, I have sought to 
bridge this gap, forming visual images that are successful 
statements and successful works of art.
In a general sense I do think that I found a method
10
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for myself which allowed me to work abstractly and yet 
achieve a basic statement both the viewer and I could 
relate to in a generally similar fashion.
The controlling ingredient involved with this "basic 
statement" is "the mood," the particular feeling I have, as 
I am working. This, I discovered, has to be one of the 
vital factors, acting as the foundation upon which I base 
the whole structure of my drawing ability. This mood or 
feeling is very important to me, acting as a driving force 
towards an unforseen goal. Without this force, I believe 
that my work would seem lifeless. Moreover, I sincerely 
believe that my success rate as an artist is much higher 
when I am really feeling good and enjoying what I am doing. 
I call this feeling "being on top" because when I am there, 
it seems to me that nothing can go wrong with what I am 
doing. Usually when I am in this state everything seems to 
justify itself--everything flows and is free, with no fear 
of failure involved.
In addition to this, I think it was not until my 
second semester that I became a little more aware of the 
necessity of a wedding between feeling and thought, so that 
the integral ingredient going along with "being on top" 
involved my own thought process. I became aware that my 
thoughts at any given time reflected on the mood I was in-- 
gave light and direction to that mood and acted like a road 
leading me to an established goal. This wedding was, of
12
course, essential to me if I were to add a purpose, a 
general meaning, a unity to my work.
During my second semester I began a drawing by writing 
words down in short sentences. A new idea came to me and I 
started to feel very strongly about it. It seemed to me 
that if I wrote my "intentions" down over and over again in 
short sentences and phrases--even if I covered them up by 
writing words over each other--somehow, if the drawing 
worked, then the intentions would also be there. People 
would somehow be able to "subconsciously" relate to my 
underlying intentions.
For example, the particular drawing that I named Miles 
And Inches has sexual overtones as the focal point for this 
drawing. I wrote down phrases such as "love with the miles" 
over certain sections of the drawing, developing the whole 
piece as I went along. On the other hand, the drawing I 
titled Better Things To Come expresses my wishes for the 
future--how I wanted things to be better, not only for 
myself, but also for the people around me. The drawing 
How Does This World Go On With Its Lack Of Hope is probably 
more explicit than the other drawings because the theme is 
stated directly in the middle of the work with those same 
words, "how does this world go on with its lack of hope." 
Yet, even though the intention was so explicit, the basic 
impact would also have to do with the whole visual image 
itself, and whether it worked as a drawing or not.
13
Fig. 5---Miles And Inches 
Drawing 19"x 25"
Fig. 6.— Better Things To Come 
Drawing 25"x 36"
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Fig. ?.— How Does This World Go On With Its Lack Of Hope
Drawing 32"x 24"
What I did in my second semester as a graduate student 
helped me to become even more conscious of theme and 
intention. Leading me to another factor-concentration-- 
that helped solidify the philosophy behind my particular 
method or methods of working. Also, what I have been 
pointing to is the means by which I as an artist can control 
the diverse forces in my own nature— the intentions, the 
thoughts, and the feelings. This realization did not occur 
to me entirely until my third semester at this University.
SECTION III
From the beginning of this present semester, I began 
to perceive the unifying nature of my own "concentration" 
on a particular subject or theme. I decided to concentrate 
on a general subject, like "happiness" or "satisfaction."
What I was seeking to do with this approach was to surround 
myself with a theme or intention--to concentrate my whole 
being on that theme or intention. This, I hoped, would give 
a certain freedom to the manner in which I worked, and it 
would allow for general statements to be made. Moreover, 
along with this concentrated approach, I relied upon the 
belief that the theme or intention would unify everything 
else that was done, so long as I could refresh myself 
mentally with the awareness of the intention that I had 
while I was working. Later, I also discovered that if I 
was constantly aware of a particular theme--often, it would 
keep my interests moving, acting as an impetus, a motivating 
force.
Equally important to me, was the fact that there could 
be less intellectualization while I was working, since my 
entire self, my mind and my emotions, hopefully, would be 
occupied in a concentrated effort. Furthermore, the overall 
composition would not be something that would be preconceived, 
in the sense of having some sort of visual idea before I
15
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began. On the contrary, composition, to me, is always 
something that "just happens," and if there are problems 
with the overall design, it is usually because I have 
overworked the piece. • Often, "knowing when to quit" is 
the most critical part of a composition for me. Usually 
I stop at least a few times while I am working on a drawing 
and look at it from a distance to see if I am pleased with 
it. If I really feel good about what I am viewing, then I 
will leave the composition as it is; however, what normally 
happens is that I will prefer one particular area but find 
fault in another section of the design. Consequently, I 
keep working until something good happens. If it does not, 
the composition never quite works.
Again, essentially what I have been seeking is the 
idea that an artist can work abstractly and freely with his 
compositions, and still make conscious, "self-implied" 
statements that can be universally felt, if he can tap the 
power of his own concentration throughout a given work.
This concept has been of primary importance to me during 
this semester.
SECTION IV
I believe that by using the previously mentioned 
techniques, an artist might be able to use stimuli from 
other fields in the arts, which could be transformed into 
visual works of art. For instance, an artist listening to 
a particular musical piece might deduce his own subjective 
themes that could be concentrated on to produce visual 
impressions. He could also use themes from poetry or even 
theatrical performances, concentrating on a single inten­
tion. On the other hand, what is equally valid and of 
importance is the fact that a poet or a musician should be 
able to use these techniques, with slight variations per­
haps, to produce musical or poetic themes from other areas 
of the arts.
For example, I used poems I had written as basic 











Over the last two semesters--especially during the 
present one--I began to wonder if there could not be 
something that would play upon the different ways that 
people view things, a certain "ambiguity" of meaning making 
it possible for more than one meaning to be implied in any 
given work. What I had in mind was the notion that an 
artist could communicate on multiple levels of conscious­
ness to the viewer and still be able to make basic state­
ments of general meaning, while allowing for the differ­
ences in individuals and the way they see.
The word "ambiguity" best describes the technique 
which communicates on more than one level of consciousness, 
or at least can be viewed in different ways. As an example 
of how it relates to theme and intention as I have used the 
terms, I relate the following incident:
I recall starting a drawing with the intention of 
"physical satisfaction" as the primary motivating force in 
the drawing. As time passed, each new line drawn brought a 
certain "satisfaction" with it, and I forgot about "physi­
cal" satisfaction and kept thinking "satisfaction, satis­
faction. "
After the drawing was completed, two individuals came 
into my studio at different intervals, and each made
20
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statements about the drawing. One person said that certain 
zigzag areas in the piece reminded her "of a light bulb," 
while the other mentioned that she saw "someone running and 
a great deal of action" in the drawing. Later on that day, 
after viewing the drawing for a while, I decided that both 
statements had been valid, so I named the drawing I Am The 
Light And The Way, a reflection on both comments, as well 
as a reference to a passage in the New Testament. I 
believe that I chose that particular theme because the 
drawing gave me a kind of "religious" satisfaction when it 
was completed. Approximately a week later something for 
which I have no explanation happened when I inadvertantly 
turned the drawing upside down. Almost immiediately, I 
discovered a crucifix form!
Of course, I should add that the whole experience was 
mine alone and therefore subjective in nature. Neverthe­
less, in this respect I hope I have achieved the goal of 
making a general statement with varied implications. The 
drawing follows, both upright and reversed.
22
Fig. 10.— I Am The Light And The Way-
Drawing 30"x 20"
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Fig. 11.— I Am The Light And The Way-
Drawing 30"x 20”
By using the "ambiguous" approach of varied implica­
tions, I have been helped in using my imagination, or, to 
put it another way, the approach has aided in stimulating 
my imaginative process, and relates back to what I have 
stated about "wedding" feeling and thought and "being on 
top." In this sense, "imagination" would encompass the 
whole process, the style, the techniques I have used in my 
work--my drawings done with pen and ink on paper and the 
serigraphs I have produced. For me, "imagination" is not 
seeing a whole picture in my mind and then reproducing it 
on paper, but rather something that happens minutely, with 
each individual line that is being drawn.
This past semester, I have discovered that smearing 
individual lines in various directions definitely stimu­
lated my imagination. At the same time it also gave my 
drawings more of an ambiguous nature, because each new 
smear could suggest a flatness or roundness while partially 
defining one form, but also could use the negative space 
around it.
All this probably would not have come about if I had 
not changed a certain attitude which I had acquired over a 
period of about six years of working with linear forms.
This "change" had to do with the fact that I always seemed 
to over define the forms, rather than allow this quality of 
ambiguity to exist. Of late I have become more and more 
aware of the thin line an artist must walk between defining 
a form and yet permitting it a certain freedom. On the
25
other hand, it can be said that the qualities of ambiguity 
give freedom to the viewer in using his or her own imagi­
nation .
Thus, I have found that ambiguity has added a new 
dimension to my work by permitting the viewer to respond 
more freely. I also feel that it compliments the tech­
nique of concentrating upon themes and intentions while 
it aids in making basic, communicable statements in a 
general sense, which can be interpreted in various ways. 
The images thus created have been given significance for 
me by this approach and I hope to continue in this vein.
